
This Building Makes Me Sick                                                                                                                                                               

How Our Environment Affects Us; What Is Its Effect                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Lesson Plan Outline 

I.   Subject: EAP 1520 (English for Academic Purposes)  Reading Level – 5                                              

 Topic:  The Built Environment - Architecture                                                                                                            

 Grade:  College level                                                                                                                                            

 Time:  One 75-minute lesson                                                                                                                   

 Instructor: Franklin C. Elsea                                                        

II.  Goal: In this this multi-part unit, students will become familiar with terms relating to the built 

environment.  Is there a connection between “healthy” buildings and healthy occupants?  If so, how 

are they connected?  What is the difference between hardscapes and landscapes? Can builders 

improve the health of residents and building occupants through intelligent design?   Students will 

participate in discussions of urban sprawl and its long term impact on residents.  Students will 

synthesize the role of our built environment in causing declines in health in South Florida.                                                          

III.  Instructional Objectives: Students will:  

1. Study English vocabulary related to the built environment.   

2. Discuss what the terms mean and why these terms are important.  

3. Increase awareness of how natural world is changing through the degradation and destruction of 

natural flow through construction.   

4. Synthesize the impact of human activity on our natural world.                                                                        

5. Students will become more aware of their own choices in utilizing the built environment to 

improve their health.  

IV.  Content Outline:  

1. Read a short article on new dolphin species “blue river dolphin.”  How is it possible that there is a 

“new” species of animal?  Could there be more?  By destroying habitat - are we destroying 

irreplaceable flora and fauna?   Do we, as humans, know everything we need to know?  

2. Preview vocabulary and read an article entitled “Development Ready to Expand.“              

3. Discuss the reading and work to determine the role of human activity in promoting a healthier 

lifestyle?   

4. Recall factual info and respond in writing to questions related to reading.  

5. Track the “health” choices each makes during the course of one week using a diary.  Two 

modalities 1) taking the stairs or riding in an elevator 2) walking a short distance or driving that 

same short distance.   

V.  Instructional strategies:  

Set (Warm up or pre-reading) 

1. Reading preparation.  Students will read a very short article on the new species of dolphin.    

Students will discuss what this discovery means in terms of human knowledge.  Are there 

anymore undiscovered plants or animals?  What happens if we destroy these “undiscovered” 

species before we identify them? Will we know what we have lost?   



2. Preview of built environment vocabulary.  Students will focus on low frequency items and story-

specific items with a gloss.  Students will preview the items in the reading in specific context as 

well. 

3. Urban sprawl – what is it?  Is it something that improves the quality of our lives? Open classroom 

discussion of all concepts.  

Activity Reading    

1. Initial Reading.  Teacher reads passage in its entirety at a natural pace with clear delivery.  

Students LISTEN.   

2. Review.  Instructor will have individual students read through the article.                                                                

3. Consolidation.  Assisted by teacher, students will “out-line” the article on the board.  Students will 

discriminate between “main idea” and “supporting detail.”  

Closure   

1. Open classroom discussion of concepts in reading.   

2. Instructor answers any questions, checks for comprehension, and corrects errors.   

Homework   

Students will read reprint of The Miami Herald article “Quick Fixes Urged for Glades.”  Students 

will make an outline of article and bring it to next class to submit to instructor.   Students should 

be ready to discuss the connection between the “health” of the Everglades and the “corrective’ 

actions discussed in article.                                                     

VI.  Assessment:  Students will check their comprehension and recall of factual information presented in 

 the reading.  Assessment is composed of multiple choice questions, true-false questions, and 

 short answer questions.  

VII. Materials 

 1. White board, dry erase markers, A/V system with digital projector                                                                                                                                                           

 2. Composite image of the Everglades; (teacher supplied)                                                              

 3. Vocabulary sheet with glossary (teacher produced)                                                                                

 4.  Miami Herald article photocopied by instructor.                                                                                                                  

 5. Comprehension questions in various formats 

VIII. Home learning extension 

 Students will be asked to keep a daily record of how often they ride on an elevator and its distance 

travelled.  Where are the stairs located in relation to the building’s entrance?    What about short trips 

around neighborhood - do they drive?  How short a distance?    

IX.  General Education Outcomes 

 Outcome #1 Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills.                                                                                                                                                     

 Outcome #10 Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of humans on the 

 environment. 


